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Improved Management of Alcohol Withdrawal 

 
 

 

Alcohol dependence presents serious challenges to the treating physicians in terms of its many 

long-term consequences as well as the short-term dangers involved in the withdrawal process, 

either involuntary or by choice. Alcohol dependence impacts the individual’s physical and 

mental health as well as social well-being. 

 

Alcohol and alcohol dependence are woven into the fabric of our U.S. society. According to the 

latest National Survey on Drug Use and Health, 2008, more than 50% of Americans, 12 and 

older, drank alcohol in the prior 12 months; 23% reported binge drinking. And the prevalence of 

alcohol dependence (considered illness) ranges from 10 to 15%. 

 

Risk factors play a significant role in the evolution of this chronic disorder, involving varying 

strength of genetic factors, environmental issues, mental illness and cultural attitudes. The goal 

of medical treatment is to assist the alcoholic achieve abstinence, if possible, or at least to work 

towards it, and to prevent relapse.  

 

The purpose of this article is to focus on the acute withdrawal phase (often termed 

“detoxification”) and to present the merits of adjunctive anticonvulsant treatment for its short-

term and long-term benefits.
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Benzodiazepines (BNZ) have traditionally been the mainstay for assisting in alcohol 

detoxification (Librium, Klonopin, Ativan, Serax, etc.) 

 

Much of the newer research is showing us that this class of drug (BNZ) is not without its own 

risks and complications. Additionally, there are cases and clinical situations where the 

anticonvulsant adjunct is not only better than BNZ alone but confers its own special advantages. 

In situations where the addition of anticonvulsants has made clinical sense, some of the 

advantages are: decreased withdrawal symptom severity, reduced risk of seizure, lower dosing of 

BNZ, recovery support especially with patients who have had multiple detoxification efforts, and 

in those cases where long-term anticonvulsant use appears to reduce the risk of relapse.  
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The alcohol withdrawal syndrome is a cluster of symptoms seen after heavy bouts (binge) or 

prolonged use has cut down or stopped. This presents itself after the last sip of the final drink and 

lasts up to a week or so. The symptoms of a long-term or protracted withdrawal syndrome may 

last for weeks to many months after the last drink or even up to a year or more. It usually 

develops several days or a week into the initial abstinent period: severe insomnia, depressive 

symptoms, irritability, anxiety, increased blood pressure, mild fever, rapid breathing. These 

disturbing and symptomatic states often are mistaken for DSMIV-R diagnoses and psychotropic 

medications are prescribed prematurely, often in too high doses and without careful enough 

assessment of the true underlying conditions.  

 

At Preventive Medicine Associates, on-going assessment, careful titration of medication and 

counseling where indicated prevent these issues. 

 

The hallmarks of the clinical picture of acute withdrawal are: mild insomnia, tremor, GI upset, 

headache, palpitations, loss of appetite, anxiety, sweating. More serious is alcoholic hallucinosis 

characterized by visual and scary bouts, such as seeing large insects or scary monsters or seeing 

bugs crawling on and in the skin. Of most concern is delirium tremens (DT’s) characterized by 

hallucinations (usually visual), disorientation, severe agitation and aggressiveness, paranoia, 

hypertension, fever, severe sweating. This state occurs in 5% of detoxing patients, especially 

those who had multiple withdrawals in the past. It may be delayed 4 to 5 days and has a mortality 

rate approaching 15%.  

 

It is important to point out that the literature does not support the use of anticonvulsants as 

monotherapy; but there is a vibrant response to anticonvulsants when used as adjunctive therapy.  

 

Although BNZ’s do offer significant benefits in regard to seizure control, there are many clinical 

situations where the pharmacological mix may be improved upon.  

 

The anticonvulsants have been shown to reduce the risk of relapse and to delay relapse.
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the speculative but reasonable rationales on a neurobiologic basis are: 

 Inhibit “kindling” – setting the brain up for seizures from repeated failed efforts at 

withdrawal. 

 Reduce the level of BNZ required for detox. 

 These substances have minimal chemical interaction with alcohol. 

 Lower abuse potential compared to BNZ’s. 

 Possible helpful in mood stabilization. 

 The patient is able to leave the detoxification program with a two-week supply of 

anticonvulsants where it would only be playing with fire with BNZ’s. 

 

Each of the recommended anticonvulsants has strengths as well as cautionary weaknesses: 

 Valproic acid (Depakote) is especially helpful with alcohol overdose. It has minimal 

interaction with alcohol, much lower abuse potential than any of the BNZ’s, and possibly 

assists in mood stabilization.  
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 Levetiracetam (Keppra) is indicated to reduce the risk of withdrawal seizures. This 

regimen is helpful for the heavy drinking alcoholic, non-adherent to usual medication 

dosing, medical history of withdrawal seizures, and medical complications such as acute 

pancreatitis and brain atrophy on CT scan. FDA has approved this medication for partial-

onset seizures. It lacks GABA properties (the brain’s primary inhibitory 

neurotransmitter); combined with alcohol, it is far less active than BNZ’s in worsening 

respiratory insufficiency. It is excreted by the kidneys and thereby bypasses all the usual 

complications of liver metabolism (cirrhosis and other liver damage are hallmarks of the 

major organ damage in alcoholism).  

 Gabapentin is helpful in acute withdrawal. At times, too large a dose of BNZ will lead to 

increased agitation via a disinhibition mechanism.
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 The medical history of these patients 

contains episodes of alcohol-induced seizures, DT’s, and physical trauma, particularly 

traumatic brain injury. It has been helpful in those patients moving from acute 

detoxification to a more intensive rehabilitation program and it helps in preventing 

relapse. Gabapentin helps to reduce craving and reduces post-detox drinking (which often 

then leads to a full-blown relapse). It thus helps patients maintain abstinence; it also does 

not interact with alcohol to cause sedation, respiratory insufficiency, or other synergistic 

effects.  

 

In general, adjunctive anticonvulsant therapy during alcohol detoxification is still controversial. 

However, research studies have shown that it has a solid place in the treatment armamentarium, 

in carefully chosen clinical situations. The potential advantages include minimal drug-drug 

interaction with alcohol, lowering the abuse potential by requiring less BNZ, reducing the risk of 

relapse and improving psychiatric symptoms.  
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